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Characters
Gordon (M)
Bully 1 (M/F)
Bully 2 (M/F)
Bully 3 (M/F)
Bully 4 (M/F)
Bully 5 (M/F)
Doctor (M/F)
Vicar (M/F)

-

A timid middle aged man
One of a group of bullies
One of a group of bullies
One of a group of bullies
One of a group of bullies
One of a group of bullies
A medical professional
A vicar

Scene 1 – High Street
(Tabs open to reveal a group of five bullies downstage. They are stage
whispering and laughing with each other. Gordon, a man in his late
forties, enters, wearing glasses and dressed in smart corduroy trousers
and a shirt, carrying a briefcase. He sees them and hesitates.)
Gordon:

(Stage whisper, talking to himself) Oh god. There’s five of them. Baseball
caps. Only thugs wear baseball caps. That and baseball players. They’re going
to trip you over if you walk past them. I should really cross the road (looking
offstage) – oh no, scaffolding over there, if I cross now, they’ll know I crossed
to avoid them. You can’t cross over to where there is no path to walk on – and
look casual. One of them might have a weapon. (Pauses. With false
bravery.) Just walk past them.
(Gordon walks by the bullies and they notice him)
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Bully 1:

(To Gordon) Goat face!

Bully 2:

(Shouts) May your days be cruel

Bully 3:

(To Bully 5) Look at bald Mr. Cordorouy!

Bully 5:

(Looks impressed a Bully 3’s insult. Shouting at Gordon) yeah – four eyes!
(Gordon is distressed by this hollering, but walks on nevertheless. He
rubs his head and takes his glasses off briefly to look at them. He replaces
them again and exits on the opposite side of the stage. Lights off. Lights
rise to indicate the passage of time. Gordon enters once more, walking
home from work. He notices the bullies once more, hesitates and walks
quickly by.)

Bully 4:

(To Bully 5) Look at that ample posterior. Putting those trousers on must
have been like fitting the moon in a handbag.

Bully 5:

(Looks impressed with Bully 5’s insult. Shouting at Gordon) yeah – four
eyes!
(Gordon exits. Lights off. Bullies exit.)

Scene 2 – Doctor’s surgery
(Half-tabs open to reveal a doctor’s surgery. Lights up. The Doctor is
sitting behind a desk.)
Doctor:

Come in Mr Johnston.
(Gordon enters)

Doctor:

How can I help?

Gordon:

Hello doctor. (Sits in front of the Doctor) I’ve been a little stressed out lately.
Find it hard to concentrate – sleep even. I wondered if you could prescribe
me…
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Doctor:

Can you think of any specific reasons behind your elevated stress levels? Have
you taken on extra responsibilities at work or –

Gordon:

Bald –

Doctor:

Pardon?

Gordon:

They said I was bald and they call me Mr Corduroy

Doctor:

Who calls you that Mr Johnston?

Gordon:

The boys. Outside the Job centre. They shout at me as I walk past.

Doctor:

And this is on your way to work?

Gordon:

Yes – I tried going down a back street but there are more – different boys that
way. They say I walk like I have money in my shoes.

Doctor:

I see your problem. (thinks) I do have something – it’s just a prototype and it
hasn’t been properly tested but I guess you could give it a go?

Gordon:

Anything –

Doctor:

(Opens his drawer and removes two earplugs) This is the Ralmax insult-go
5000. They reduce swearing. Just pop them in your ears on the way to work –
hopefully, your troubles will be solved.

Gordon:

(Takes the two earplugs meekly) Thank you doctor.

Doctor:

Come back and see me in two weeks and we’ll see how things are then.

Gordon:

Ok. Thank you.
(Gordon exits. Lights off. Half-tabs close.)

Scene 3 – High Street
(The bullies enter and stand in a group down-stage as in scene 1. Gordon
enters. He notices the bullies so he stops and puts in his earplugs. He then
walks by the bullies gingerly.)
Bully 1:

(Shouting at Gordon) Your socks are out of fashion.

Bully 2:

(Shouting at Gordon) Your mother sets clocks in hell.
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Bully 5:

(Looks impressed with bully 2’s insult. Shouting at Gordon.) Yeah –
glasses on.
(Gordon appears a little happier as he passes by and exits. Lights off.)

Scene 4 – Doctor’s surgery
(Half-tabs open to reveal the doctor’s surgery. The doctor is sitting
behind the desk. Lights up. Gordon enters gingerly.)
Doctor:

Ah, Mr Johnston. I thought we agreed 2 weeks?

Gordon:

It’s the earpieces – they seem to work to a certain extent. They’re still
shouting bad words and they’re still a little upsetting. They don’t like my
socks.

Doctor:

Could I have a look at the earplugs?
(Gordon hands the earpieces over to the doctor who removes a small
screwdriver from his top pocket and adjusts a few tiny screws. He then
hands the earpieces back to Gordon.)

Doctor:

That should do it.

Gordon:

(Timidly) Ok. Thank you for all your help Doctor.
(Gordon exits. Lights off. Half-tabs close.)
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Scene 5 – High Street
(The bullies enter and stand in a group as before. Lights up. Gordon
enters. He sees the bullies and puts the earpieces in as before. He walks by
the bullies confidently.)
Bully 1:

(Shouting at Gordon) May you be successful in all you do.

Bully 2:

(Shouting at Gordon) Peace to you sir and your mother.

Bully 3:

(Shouting at Gordon) Your shoes are of the finest leather.

Bully 5:

(looks impressed at Bully 3’s ‘compliment’) Yeah – excellent spectacles.
(Gordon, looking extremely happy, almost exits when the Vicar enters
and bumps into him. The vicar steps back and smiles broadly at Gordon)

Vicar:

(In a pleasant voice) Hello, you fat bald ugly excuse for a human! I hate you
– bald idiot! Bye!
(Gordon exits, looking sad. The Vicar exits on the opposite side. Lights
off.)
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